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Introduction

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) are ubiquitous in modern world, yet they are not without 
their limitations.

● Vulnerability to Adversarial Attacks - DNNs are susceptible to adversarial attacks, 
thus threatening the integrity and reliability of AI systems.

● Adversarial training  is a promising strategy to enhance DNN robustness.

Challenges

- Generalization and Robustness Trade-off: Adversarial Training improves 
robustness but often compromises performance on clean images - Trade-off 

- Robust Overfitting: Longer Adversarial Training can lead to reduced test 
performance.
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Problem Statement

Understanding the Learning Dynamics:  Exploring the learning patterns and capabilities 
of DNNs on both natural and adversarial data are crucial for reliable AI systems.

Perform an Empirical Analysis :
Investigate learning behavior during transition from Standard training to Adversarial 
training 

- Layer-wise Analysis of weight updation and retention

- Representation similarity between features

- Overfitting phenomenon
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Empirical Analysis
Adversarial Robustness

Experimental Setup - Reinitialize different layers in each experiment while keeping the rest of 
the network fixed.

● The notation U-b represents the update of block ”b” while keeping the rest of the network 
frozen. 
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Standard generalization and robustness of different 
blocks of ResNet-18 



Empirical Analysis
Representation Alignment

Robust and Non-robust features - Visualizing features learned on natural and adversarial 
data aids in understanding representation alignment.
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Empirical Analysis
Robust Overfitting

Over prolonged training in adversarial setting - test accuracy declines - Robust 
Overfitting
The base (AT) model prominently exhibits overfitting.
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Methodology (1)

Empirical findings - 
● Training the entire network and updating all weights may not be optimal for 

learning diverse data distributions.
● Selectively updating certain weights while conserving others can effectively 

leverage the network's learning capabilities.
● Retention and learning capabilities of the network - a better balance between 

natural and adversarial robustness

Propose a new Method : CURE 

(1) Conservation (of knowledge from natural data),
(2) Updation (of knowledge from adversarial data), and
(3) REvision (of consolidated knowledge)
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Methodology (2)
Click to add subtitle

Adversarial Training
∗
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Robust Gradient Prominence (RGP) - 
determines which weights to update 
and which ones to freeze in 

Revision stage - consolidate 
knowledge for Consistency 
regularization



Results (1)
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Results (2)
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Generalization-Robustness
TradeOff

Performance against different 
perturbation strengths

Robust Overfitting



Results (3)

● DNNs are vulnerable to natural 
corruptions

● Figure  illustrates CURE's effectiveness 
in addressing multiple types of 
corruptions

● CURE showcases improved resistance 
and stability compared to traditional 
methods.

○  
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Results (4)

Adversarial Perturbations

● The visualizations provide a clear 
comparison of the minimum 
perturbations required to fool each 
of the robust models

● Models trained with CURE exhibit a 
higher level of sensitivity to 
perturbations. 
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Results (5)

Gradients Analysis
● Percentage of gradients updated in each layer conv layer during initial and final 

phases of training 
● As training progresses, the RGP metric identifies the weights that need to be fixed to 

prevent overwriting.
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Website: https://github.com/NeurAI-Lab
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